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4. Complete the following table from the text.  

The sender? The receiver? The sender’s 
Country? 

The receiver’s 
Country? 

    

 
5. What or who do the underlined words refer to in the text?   
You (§ 1) ---------------             He (§ 2) -----------                  Him (§ 2)   ------------               It (§ 3) ----------- 

B. Text Exploration            
 
1. Find in the text words that are closest in meaning to the following             

a. Various (§ 1)__________ b. Glad (§ 3) _________ c. Aid (§ 2) __________  d. Photo (§ 1)___________ 

  2. Complete sentences with:  don't have to, must, mustn’t, needn’t                         

a-Our train leaves in two minutes. We…………… hurry. 

b-I'm not working tomorrow, so I ………………….get up early. 

c- The pupils………… cheat at exams. 

  3. Fill in the gaps with: so as not to / in order to/ to.                                            

   a- She is writing the letter……………introduce herself to Jane. 

   b- Eliza’s sister goes to University……………...study British literature, but………….study French. 

4. Fill in the blanks with: themselves / them / their / they.            

              Arthur and Dexter are from USA. ……… live in a small flat. Richards is ………friend. He sometimes 

spends time with………on weekends. Arthur and Dexter prepare……….to go to the cinema  

with Richards. 

5. Order the following words to get coherent sentences.                     

1) / E-mails / Sami /. / his friends / usually / sends / to /  
                ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   

2) /Melinda / often/ her keypals / chats /. / with 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

3) My/ our/ a little bit/ friend/ late/. / appointment/ is/ for  
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

      6. Fill in with the right article: a, an, the, 0                                        

                My name is…. Ryne. I am ….English and I am 17 years old. I am… secondary school pupil.  

I live with my family in…. central part of Manchester. I have two sisters and…brother and I am …..eldest.  

My father is…..engineer while my mother is ……teacher. 

        

 

 

 








